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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we first try to identify which mechanisms should be simulated in order to implement truly
virtual humans or actors. We start from a structure linking perception, emotion, behavior, and action.
Then, we emphasize the central concept of autonomy and introduce the concept of Levels of Autonomy.
Finally, we propose a new abstraction for specification of behaviours in complex virtual environment
simulations involving human agents, groups of agents, and interactive objects endowed with different
levels of autonomy.
Keywords: virtual humans, intelligent agents, autonomous agents, crowd simulation, object interaction.
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Introduction

Virtual human agents (here after just referred to as virtual humans, agents, or virtual actors) are humanoids
whose behaviours are inspired by those of humans [1]. They can be equipped with sensors, memory,
perception, and behavioural motor that allow them to act or react to events. They can also be much
simpler, like guided by users in real time or interpreting predefined commands. The term group will be
used to refer to a group of agents, and the term object for an interactive object of the environment. Agents,
groups, and objects constitute the entities of the simulation.
A virtual actor inhabits a world which is dynamic and unpredictable. To be autonomous, it must be able to
perceive its environment and decide what to do to reach the goal defined by its behavior. The relevant
actions must then be transformed into motor control actions. Therefore, the design of a behavioral
animation system raises questions about creating autonomous actors, endowing them with perception,
selecting their actions, their motor control and making their behavior believable. They should appear
spontaneous and unpredictable. They should give an illusion of life, making the audience believe that an
actor is really alive and has its own will. As stated by Bates [2], believability of an actor is made possible
by the emergence of emotions clearly expressed at the right moment. The apparent emotions of an actor
and the way it reacts is what gives it the appearance of a living being with needs and desires. Without it, an
actor would just look like an automaton. Moreover, the use of emotions make actors placed in the same
context react differently. By defining different emergence conditions on different actors for their emotions,
the generated emotions are ensured to be different and consequently derived behaviors are different.
A high-level behavioural autonomy concerns the ability to simulate complex behaviours. The most
common method for simulation of simple acts of cognition is by using a rule-based system [3]. In this
paper, we consider that the ability to simulate decision processes, memory, learning activities and
performing specialised actions can be included in the agents (agents-based application), groups (groupsbased application) or in the objects (objects-based application).
Different parameters of agents’ simulation can be defined in order to achieve the desired compromise
between different requirements. Among others, interactivity, complex behaviours, intelligent abilities and
frame rate of execution are directly related to the level of autonomy (LOA) that each entity of the simulation
might have. Based on LOAS, we may then introduce three kinds of behavioural autonomy: guided,
programmed and autonomous. Where guided represents the lower level of autonomy where the behaviours
have to be informed by an external process (user, other system, etc). The programmed control implies to
use a notation (language) to define possible behaviours, then the entity is able to translate this information
in internal behaviours. The autonomous behaviour concerns the capability of acting independently
exhibiting control over their internal state [4].
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Background Work

The use of behavioral animation in generating computer animation is a well explored domain. Reynolds
[5] described the first use of a behavioral model to produce a flocking behavior. Badler et al. [6] created a
task planner and a biomechanical model for virtual humans illustrated with autonomous soldiers. Tu and
Terzopoulos [7] created autonomous fishes living in a physically modeled virtual marine world. Hodgins
et al. [8] described dynamic athletic behaviors. Unuma et al. [9] modeled human figure locomotion with
emotions.
Other papers presented behavioral architectures. Brooks [10] [11] developed a subsumption architecture
built in layers of behaviors. Maes [12] presented an action selection model where action selection is an
emergent property of activation/inhibition dynamics among actions. Beer et al. [13] developed neural
networks for insects. Ahmad et al. [14] described hierarchical concurrent state machines for behavior
modeling and scenario control. Blumberg [15] [16] described an action selection model and created
autonomous creatures.
Other papers presented interactive systems involving virtual creatures. Maes et al. [17] [18] designed a
full-body interaction system with a virtual dog. Perlin [19] described virtual actors seemingly emotionally
responsive using random noise functions.
Research in autonomy has also focused on social behaviors. Mataric [20] extended Brooks work to create
complex group behavior produced from simple local interactions. Bécheiraz et al. [21] presented a model
of nonverbal communication and interpersonal relationship between virtual actors. The Oz project [2] [22]
[23] [24] focused on the creation of believable autonomous agents that exhibit rich personalities in
interactive dramas.
Several works have discussed the various manners to simulate and interact with virtual agents. Zeltzer [25]
presents a classification of levels of interaction and abstraction required in different applications. More
recently, Thalmann et al, [26][27] proposed a new classification of synthetic actors according to the
method of controlling motion, interaction and control of face and body. Noser and Thalmann [28] has
described a L-system animation to model autonomous agents able to learn using synthetic vision and
perception issues. Brogan et al [29] and Bouvier [30] have also presented groups and crowd simulations
using particles systems and significant dynamic. In recent work, a crowd model has been introduced using
different abstractions of behaviours, like the term guided crowd [31].
Kallmann et al [32] introduced the concept of smart-objects to specify entities containing interaction
information of various kinds: intrinsic object properties, information on how-to-interact with it, objects
functionality, and also expected agent behaviours. Applications based on agent-object interactions allow
human factors engineers to test and analyse designed environments [33]. An example of such an
application is presented by Johnson et al [34], whose purpose is to train equipment usage in a virtual
environment.

3

Modeling the Properties of Virtual Humans

3 . 1 Introduction
For the modeling of actor behaviors, the ultimate objective is to build intelligent autonomous virtual
humans with adaptation, perception and memory. These virtual humans should be able to act freely and
emotionally. They should be conscious and unpredictable. But can we expect in the near future to
represent in the computer the concepts of behavior, intelligence, autonomy, adaptation, perception,
memory, freedom, emotion, consciousness, and unpredictability ? First, we will try to define these terms.
More details may be found in [35].
• Behavior for virtual humans may be defined as a manner of conducting themselves. it is also the
response of an individual, group, or species to its environment.
• Intelligence may be defined as the ability to learn or understand or to deal with new or trying
situations.
• Autonomy is generally defined as the quality or state of being self-governing.
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• Adaptation: an artificial organism is adaptive as long as it may "survive" in more or less unpredictable
and dangerous environments.
• Perception is defined as the awareness of the elements of environment through physical sensation.
• Memory is generally defined as the power or process of reproducing or recalling what has been learned
and retained especially through associative mechanisms.
• Emotion may be defined as the affective aspect of consciousness; this is a state of feeling, a psychic
and physical reaction subjectively experienced as strong feeling and physiologically involving changes
that prepare the body for immediate vigorous.
• Consciousness may be defined as the quality or state of being aware especially of something within
oneself or the state of being characterized by sensation, emotion, volition, and thought.
• Freedom for a virtual actor may be defined as the extent that his future behaviour is unpredictable to
somebody.
In the next Sections, we will try first to identify which mechanisms should be simulated in order to
implement truly virtual humans or actors. We can start from the structure proposed by Becheiraz and
Thalmann [36] and shown in Figure 1. It links perception, emotion, behavior, and finally action. Then,
we will discuss the important concepts of memory. Autonomy is a central characteristic that will be
discussed in more details in Section 4, where Levels of Autonomy will be introduced. Unfortunately,
other properties, like freedom and consciousness, or even intelligence, are still extremely hard to model.
We will concentrate our efforts on behavior, autonomy, perception, memory, emotion, and action.
Emotion

Perception

Behavior

Action
Figure 1. Structure of the behavioral model

3 . 2 Perception
Perception is defined as the awareness of the elements of environment through physical sensation. In order
to implement perception, virtual humans should be equipped with visual, tactile and auditory sensors.
These sensors should be used as a basis for implementing everyday human behaviour such as visually
directed locomotion, handling objects, and responding to sounds and utterances. A simulation of the
touching system should consist in detecting contacts between the virtual human and the environment. The
most important perceptual subsystem is the vision system. A vision based approach for virtual humans is a
very important perceptual subsystem and is for example essential for navigation in virtual worlds. It is an
ideal approach for modeling a behavioral animation and offers a universal approach to pass the necessary
information from the environment to the virtual human in the problems of path searching, obstacle
avoidance, and internal knowledge representation with learning and forgetting characteristics. Visionbased behavioral models have been already described by Renault et al. [37] and Reynolds [38]. In [37],
each pixel of the vision input has the semantic information giving the object projected on this pixel, and
numerical information giving the distance to this object. So, it is easy to know, for example, that there is a
table just in front at 3 meters. With this information, we can directly deal with the problematic question:
"what do I do with such information in a navigation system?"
At a higher level, we may decompose perception as suggested by Becheiraz and Thalmann [36]. An
actor's perception may include only the objects and the other actors in its neighborhood. But, in this case,
it limits the possible behaviors because only the presence and the characteristics of an object or an actor are
used to select a behavior. The actions of the actors and their consequences are not taken into account. The
perception module should then produce three types of perception. The first type is the perception of the
presence of objects and actors. It is called perception of objects. The second type is the perception of
actions of actors. This perception is called perception of actions. The last type is the perception of actors
performing actions on objects. It is called perception of events. The result of a perception is composed of
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three lists of objects, actions and events. Perception of events is slightly more complex because events
themselves are decomposed into three classes: desirable events, events happening to another actor and
potential events which may or may not occur. When the perception of an actor, one of its actions and the
object involved together match the definition of a desirable event, it is perceived. The perception of an
event happening to another actor is similar to that of desirable events, except that the actor is always
different from the one perceiving the event. The perception of potential events is made in two steps. A
potential event may actually occur after a certain time, or it may never happen. So, at first, a potential event
is perceived and later it is either confirmed or unconfirmed. The perception of the nature and the
characteristics of an object, an actor or an action is not easily done from their 3D representation.
Recognizing an action through motion is difficult as well. The adopted solution is to categorize every
object, actor and action based on its nature and characteristics.
3 . 3 Emotion
Emotion may be defined as the affective aspect of consciousness; this is a state of feeling, a psychic and
physical reaction (as anger or fear) subjectively experienced as strong feeling and physiologically
involving changes that prepare the body for immediate vigorous action virtual humans should be capable
of responding emotionally to their situation as well as acting physically within it. Apart from making the
virtual humans more realistic, visible emotions on the part of the virtual humans could provide designers
with a direct way of affecting the user's own emotional state. Virtual humans will therefore be equipped
with a simple computational model of emotional behaviour, to which emotionally related behaviour such as
facial expressions and posture can be coupled, and which can be used to influence their actions.
An emotion is an emotive reaction of a person to a perception. This reaction induces him or her to assume
a body response, a facial expression, a gesture or select a specific behavior. An emotion takes place
between a perception and a subsequent reaction. Two different persons can thus have different reactions to
the same perception according to the way they are affected by this perception.
Ortony et al. [39] describe an emotional model. The generated emotions belong to three classes which are
the same as the perception classes. The emotions are generated in reaction to objects, actions of agents and
events. The class of emotions caused by events is partitioned into three groups of emotion types. The first
group concerns the emotions caused by potential events. The second group concerns events affecting the
fortune of others and the last one concerns events affecting the well-being of the actor. Each class is
characterized by emergence conditions for each of its emotions and variables affecting its intensity. The
emotions felt by an actor are caused by its perception. Although some perceived objects, actors or actions
are necessary for the emergence of an emotion, they may not possess some required qualities with
sufficient intensity to produce an emotion effectively felt by the actor.
3 . 4 Behavior
Behavior is often defined as the way in which animals and humans act, and is usually described in natural
language terms which have social, psychological or physiological significance, but which are not
necessarily easily reducible to the movement of one or two muscles, joints or end effectors. Behavior is
also the response of an individual, group, or species to its environment. Based on this definition,
Reynolds [5] introduced the term and the concept of behavioral animation in order to describe the
automating of such higher level animation. Behavior is not only reacting to the environment but should
also include the flow of information by which the environment acts on the living creature as well as the
way the creature codes and uses this information.
Behavior may be described in a hierarchical way. The behavioral model decomposes a behavior into
simpler behaviors which may themselves be decomposed into other behaviors. Each level of this
hierarchical decomposition contains one or more behaviors which are performed either sequentially, or
concurrently. A level of the hierarchy containing several behaviors to be performed sequentially is called a
behavior. Each behavior of a behavior sequence is called a behavioral cell. A behavioral cell contains
behaviors which are performed either concurrently or exclusively when inhibition rules are specified. The
behaviors contained in a behavioral cell are either behaviors or elementary behaviors. A behavior allows
recursive decomposition in the hierarchy of a behavior. An elementary behavior is situated at the bottom of
the hierarchical decomposition and encapsulates a specialized behavior which directly controls one or more
actions. A behavior is executed by recursively performing each of the behavior, behavioral cell and
elementary behavior entities at each level of the hierarchical structure of the behavior. At the top is a
behavior entity with a finite state automata composed of at least one behavioral cell. The active behavioral
cell is then performed. The state of each of its behaviors or elementary behaviors is evaluated. Then, for
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each active behavior or elementary behavior, the inhibition links, if any, are applied. Only active and noninhibited behaviors or elementary behaviors are performed. This process is applied recursively down to the
bottom of the behavior hierarchy terminating with the elementary behaviors. The actions encapsulated by
their specialized behaviors are then performed.
A high level behavior uses in general sensorial input and special knowledge. A way of modeling behaviors
is the use of an automata approach. Each actor has an internal state which can change each time step
according to the currently active automata and its sensorial input. In the following we use behavior and
automata as synonyms. To control the global behavior of an actor we use a stack of automata. At the
beginning of the animation the user provides a sequence of behaviors ( the script) and pushes them on the
actor's stack. When the current behavior ends the animation system pops the next behavior from the stack
and executes it. This process is repeated until the actor's behavior stack is empty. Some of the behaviors
use this stack too, in order to reach subgoals by pushing itself with the current state on the stack and
switching to the new behavior allowing them to reach the subgoal. When this new behavior has finished
the automata pops the old interrupted behavior and continues. This behavior control using a stack
facilitates to an actor to become more autonomous and to create his own subgoals while executing the
original script.
3 . 5 Action
Based on perceptual information, his behavioral mechanism will determine the actions he will perform.
Actions may be at several degrees of complexity. An actor may simply evolve in his environment or he
may interact with this environment or even communicate with other actors. We will emphasize three types
of actions: navigation and locomotion, grasping and ball games.
Actions are performed using a common architecture for motion [40]. The motion control part includes 5
generators: keyframing, inverse kinematics, dynamics, walking and grasping and high-level tools to
combine and blend them. The action module [41] manages the execution of the different actions used by a
behavior by animating a generic human model based on a node hierarchy [40]. It allows the concurrent or
sequential execution of actions by managing smooth transitions between terminating and initiating actions.
The animation is driven by a behavioral loop. The role of the behavioral loop is to update the state of the
virtual world corresponding to the new time. At each new iteration, the new time is incremented by a
discrete time step. To update the state of the virtual world, the loop must update the state of each object and
actor. In the case of an actor, the perception is first done, then its emotions are generated before its
behavior and its actions are performed:
repeat
for each object and actor
perception
for each actor
emotions generation
for each object and actor
behavior execution
for each object and actor
actions execution
3 . 6 Memory
Memory is generally defined as the power or process of reproducing or recalling what has been learned
and retained especially through associative mechanisms. This is also the store of things learned and
retained from an organism’s activity or experience as evidenced by modification of structure or behavior or
by recall and recognition
To implement a concept of memory into a virtual human is not very complex, as already the memory is a
key concept in Computer Science. For example, Noser and Thalmann [42] propose a dynamic occupancy
octree grid to serve as a global 3D visual memory and to allow an actor to memorize the environment that
he sees and to adapt it to a changing and dynamic environment. His reasoning process allows him to find
3D paths based on his visual memory by avoiding impasses and circuits. The global behavior of the actor
is based on a navigation automata, representing the automata of an actor, who has to go from his current
position to different places, memorized in a list of destinations. He can displace himself in known or
unknown environments.
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Autonomy and Levels of Autonomy

4 . 1 Autonomy
Autonomy is generally defined as the quality or state of being self-controlled. Bourgine [43] defines an
autonomous system as a system which has the abdictive capacity to guess viable actions. As stated by
Courant et al. [44], in cybernetics as well as in cognitive psychology, autonomy has always been strongly
connected with self-organization. Hence, computer scientists sometimes prefer to take the following
definition of autonomy "the capacity of a system to maintain its viability in various and changing
environments".
The need to have autonomous behaviour for virtual humans arises from several considerations:
•

in Virtual Environments where users can have aid from Virtual Humans for learning, equipment
training etc.

•

in computer-generated films, the more autonomous behaviour that is built into the virtual humans, the
less extra work there is to be done by the designer to create complete scenarios

•

in simulation of real-life events, like building evacuation in case of fire etc.

•

in interactive games, autonomous human-like behaviour is necessary in order to maintain the illusion in
the user that the Virtual Humans are real ones.

Different parameters of agents’ simulation can be defined in order to achieve the desired compromise
between different requirements. Among others, interactivity, complex behaviours, intelligent abilities and
frame rate of execution are directly related to the level of autonomy (LOA) that each entity of the simulation
might have. Based on the Level of Autonomy (LOA), we may then introduce three kinds of behavioural
autonomy: guided, programmed and autonomous. Where guided represents the lower level of autonomy
where the behaviours have to be informed by an external process (user, other system, etc). The
programmed control implies to use a notation (language) to define possible behaviours, then the entity is
able to translate this information in internal behaviours. Yet, guided or programmed agents can also be
useful depending on the application. When less compromise with complex behaviours is necessary in the
simulation, agents that are “less autonomous” can represent a best performance in terms of execution
frame-rate and interactivity. Table 1 presents some comparison data between these three kinds of LOA.
GUIDED
Generally not
provided
Not provided
Low
Not provided

PROGRAMMED
Generally not
provided
Not provided
Medium
Not provided

Perception

Generally not
provided

Should be
provided

Behaviour

Driven-oriented

Program-oriented

Action
Motion

Driven-oriented
Driven-oriented

Program-oriented
Program-oriented

Memory
Learning
Autonomy
Self-control

AUTONOMOUS
Connected with others parameters
internally to agents
Can be present
High
Result of a behavioural complex
process using other internal
parameters
Can be vision, structure-oriented and
connected to other parameters, e.g.
action.
Agent-oriented. Result of
behavioural process using other
parameters, e.g. perception.
Agent-oriented decision.
Motion planning based.

Table 1: Comparison between different LOAs

The classification presented in Table 1 shows the mainly difference between the three kinds of agent
control. Anyway, some different systems can be developed mixing the control in a same simulation. For
instance, an agent could have a programmed or guided motion, but also memory with learning processes
in order to achieve new behaviours, which can have more priority than the programmed or guided
behaviours.
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Table 2 exemplifies the three kinds of agent autonomy using two different agent tasks: i) agent goes to a
specific location; ii) agent applies specific action.
Agent LOA
Guided

Programmed

Autonomous

Agent goes to a specific location
Agent needs to receive during the
simulation a list of collision-free
positions
Agent is programmed to manage the
information of a path to follow while
avoiding collision with other agents
and programmed obstacles
Agent is able to perceive information
in the environment and decide a path
to follow to reach the goal, using the
environment perception or the memory
(past experiences)

Agent applies a specific action
Agent needs to receive information
about the action to be applied
Agent is programmed to manage
where and how the action can
occur
Agent can decide about an action
to be applied. This action can be
programmed, imitated or existent in
the memory (past experiences)

Table 2: LOA present in different agent-oriented tasks.

4 . 2 LOA Related to Groups of Agents
In the case of crowd simulation, usually we intend to have lots of virtual human agents avoiding dealing
with individual behaviours. Contrary to the last section, our goal here is to describe methods to provide
intelligence focused in common group entity that controls its individuals. Figure 2 shows the co-relation
between these two parameters.
High

Groups-based application

Low

Low

Agents-based application

High

Groups
LOA

Agents
LOA

Figure 2: Co-relation between groups and agents LOA.

We have called groups-based application, the crowd and group applications, where individual complexity
is less required. In this case, the intelligence abstraction can be included in the groups providing more
autonomy to the groups instead to the individuals. On the other hand, agents-based applications concern
more complex individuals as showed in the last section. Some different classes of techniques have been
discussed in the literature depending on the number of elements being controlled and the sophistication of
the control strategy [3]: Particle [45], Flocking [5] and Hybrid systems, mixing particle, flocking and
reactive behaviours [31].
Method

Particle systems

Flocking
systems

Hybrid
Systems

Structure

Nonhierarchical

Levels:
flock, agents

Levels:
Crowd,
groups,
agents

Participants

many

Some

Many

Intelligence

none

Some

Some

Physicsbased

yes

Some

Can be

Collision

Detect
& respond

Avoidance

Avoidance

Control

Force fields

Local
tendency in
the flock
structure

Pre-defined,
rules and
guided

Table 3: Table modified from the original [3] in order to include Hybrid systems [31]
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The methods presented in Table 3 are characterised by emergent behaviours: a global effect generated by
local rules [3]. Although some crowd simulations seem to be formed by autonomous agents, this is not
completely true. In fact, normally it concerns simple individuals controlled by complex groups’
behaviours. However, some rule-based behavioural animation can be used in simulations formed by small
groups as characterised in Table 4 [3].
Method

Behavioral
systems

Structure

Can present
hierarchy

Participants

Few

Intelligence

High

Physics-based

No

Collision

Avoidance

Control

Rules

Table 4: Behavioural method to simulate complex behaviours

Considering levels of autonomy (LOA), we have classified the crowd behaviours in three kinds:
i) Guided crowds, which behaviours are defined explicitly by the users;
ii) Programmed crowds, which behaviours are programmed in a script language;
iii) Autonomous crowds, which behaviours are specified using rules or others complex methods.
Table 5 exemplifies this classification of crowd autonomy using two different crowd tasks: “group goes to
a specific location”, and “group reacts to matched event”.
Crowd LOA
Guided

Programmed

Autonomous

Group goes to a specific location
Group needs to receive during the
simulation a list of positions “inbetweens” in order to reach the
goal
Group is programmed to manage the
information of a path to follow
avoiding collision with other
agents and programmed obstacles.
Group is able to perceive
information in the environment and
decide a path to follow to reach the
goal, using the environment
perception or the memory (past
experiences).

Group reacts to matched event
Group needs to receive an
information about the matched
event and the reaction to be
applied
Group can manage events and
reactions, which are programmed.

Group can perceive a matched
event and decide about the
reaction to be applied. This
reaction can be also programmed or
existent in the group memory (past
experiences).

Table 5: LOA present in different group-oriented tasks

Considering the hierarchy existent normally in crowds systems (crowds, groups and agents), complex
structures like memory, decision and etc, can be defined in the group level, in this case optimising the fact
that the agents do not need to have these information.
4 . 3 LOA Related to Objects
Whenever the simulation needs to handle complex agent-object interactions, many difficult issues arise.
Such difficulties are related to the fact that each object has its own movements, functionality and purposes.
There is a range of growing complexity for possible agent-object interactions in a virtual environment.
Examples are actions like grasping a fruit, automatic doors that open when agents are nearby and also
complex ones like entering a lift.
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One can consider that agents’ perceptions can solve all the necessary reasoning and planning processes to
achieve some simple tasks, as for instance a single-hand automatic grasping of small objects [46]. But this
is no more possible for interactions with objects that have an intricate proper functionality, as the lift
example (Figure 6). Moreover, even for simpler interactions as our grasping example, we did not consider
semantic aspects, e.g. recognising through sensors if a given fruit can be eaten or not.
A first approach to overcome these difficulties is to maintain a table with some semantic and grasping
information for all graspable objects [47]. Another approach models all possible object interaction features
like its functionality and semantic information, containing also a complete description of all possible
interactions it can offer to the agent [32].
In fact, each time more information related to the object is given, its level of autonomy (LOA) is increased.
In the scope of simulations in virtual environments, increasing the LOA of an object, will make it move
from a guided state through a programmed state until achieving a complete autonomous state. In the lowest
LOA, the object only knows possible movements to be applied to its parts. In the highest LOA, the object
has all interaction information necessary, in a form of pre-defined plans, to take control over the agent to
make it perform the interaction. In a mid-term, the programmed object controls its moveable parts, based
on the agent decisions taken during the interaction.
Table 6 illustrates how an agent must proceed according to the different LOAs for three different interactive
objects of the environment: a door that opens with a simple lateral translation movement, a direction sign,
and a two-stage lift.
Object LOA
Guided

Door
The agent have to move
its arm to a attainable
and meaning location of
the door, and control its
movement until open it.

sign
The agent recognises
that the sign has an
arrow and recognises
the showed direction.

Programmed

The agent has to move
its arm to the right place
but the door opens by
itself.
The door takes control of
the agent telling exactly
the place to put its hand
and the complete
movement of the door

The agent recognises
the sign, but the
direction is given with
no recognition.
The sign gives a new
direction to go for each
agent that passes
nearby.

Autonomous

Lift
The agent recognises where
is the call button, how and
when the door opens, how
and where to enter inside the
lift, when and how to go out,
etc.
The agent accesses the
current lift state and decides
only its moves accordingly.
The lift takes control of the
movements of the agent and
gives him a complete plan,
based on primitive actions, to
perform the interaction.

Table 6: LOA present in different objects-oriented tasks

Depending on the LOA of each object, different sensors (see table 1) are required to exist in the agent in
order to perform an interaction. Such sensors can be difficult to control and expensive in terms of both
computer memory and computer process time. To minimise such side effects, and depending on the
application, it can be interesting to use highly autonomous interactive objects. That means to adopt the
strategy of leaving inside each interactive object a list of available pre-defined plans that are automatically
updated depending on objects’ internal states.
4 . 4 A New Abstraction for Specification of Behaviours
As presented in the last sections, our new paradigm to define the LOA of virtual human agents considers
that the “intelligence” is not only included in the virtual human agents, but can be also included in groups
and objects. In this section, we describe this new paradigm mentioning examples of different simulations
where the autonomy abstraction is variable for the entities of the simulation. Considering the abstraction
levels: guided, programmed and autonomous behaviours, we present a schema that includes the entities
group and object, as showed in Figure 3.
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Intelligent entity
Agents

Level of
Autonomy

Groups
Autonomous

Programmed

Guided
Objects

Figure 3: Level of autonomy vs. intelligent entity.

We can so classify a simulation in terms of the autonomy distribution among its entities, i.e., a simulation
(Si), can be translated as a function of three components: agents, groups and objects, as follows:
Si = f ( LOA(Agents), LOA(Groups), LOA(Objects) )
In this way, depending on the application, one can choose the best distribution of autonomy to adopt. In
general, if the simulation wants to focus in the behaviour of a given entity, this entity might have a
maximum LOA.
Interesting cases may arise when we choose to have different LOAs among the individuals of a same entity
type. For example, consider the case of a simulation of autonomous agents, with a limited set of sensors,
interacting with objects. The objects of the environment which are simple enough to be guided by such
agents can be initialised as guided; while other more complex objects can be initialised with more
autonomy. A consistent strategy of priorities and negotiation must be adopted in simulations where two
entities with high LOA need to achieve a common task. One example is when an autonomous agent
receives from an autonomous object a complete plan to achieve some interaction task. In this case, the
agent will use its sensors to validate, or even ameliorate, the given plan. For this to happen, both entities
must be capable to negotiate having a common notion of priorities. A similar negotiation is needed when
an autonomous agent is required to follow a behaviour that comes from its current autonomous group
control.
These simulations are examplified with the following description of three simulations:
i) Simulation of autonomous agents in a train station, which involves interaction with several objects:
chairs, counters and a lift. Most of them are guided objects while the lift, which has a complex
functionality, is autonomous. Thus, we consider that the overall object autonomy is medium
(programmed). The agent can perceive and interact with the different kinds of objects, to sit down into
the chair, buy a ticket in a counter and taking the lift. Although, due to the limited set of agent
perceptions, no negotiation is done between the agent and the lift, the agent just accepts the autonomous
behaviour of the lift (figure 4).
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Figure 4: Agents interacting with a lift. Image generated using a lift programmed as a smart object [10].

ii) Simulation of groups of agents involved in a political demonstration. The groups have their motion
programmed but are autonomous concerning their perception of other agents and their ability to react to
the proximity of others (figure 5). As in the example i) we chosen to represent this mixed control as
medium LOA. The agents are just programmed according to the groups’ behaviours.

Figure 5: Political demonstration where autonomous and programmed groups are able to interact with others and react as a
function of it. Image generated using a crowd simulation framework [16].

iii)Simulation of a party populated by autonomous groups. The groups have two possible emotional
status: SOCIAL (representing groups that prefer to walk and meet others than eating) or HUNGRY (the
opposite idea). Trough the meeting of groups, the emotional status can be dynamically changed as a
function of sociological rules [48]. If a group decides to eat something, the autonomous object table
[32] controls the interaction with the table of food (figure 6).

11

Figure 6: Autonomous groups interacting with autonomous objects. Image generated mixing a smart object control [32]
inside the crowd simulation framework [31].

5

Conclusions

We proposed in this paper a new abstraction to be considered in order to distribute the autonomy among
the entities of the simulation. The idea we dealt here concerns the possibility to improve the frame rate of
execution as well as to optimise the complexity required, by distributing some knowledge and autonomy to
others entities of the simulation: groups and objects. This paradigm has been tested in the context of a
Virtual City project [49] because we have to simulate several virtual human agents that can act in
differently ways and apply different actions.
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